EDITOR’S NOTES

by Howard Callif

Welcome to the new on–line version of CompAct! This exciting new format enables us to provide content in a much more accessible format than PDF. You can print each article using the "print" link on the top right corner, if you prefer. However, I think most readers will appreciate the ability to view articles interactively, as well as the ability to click on links and references. Please let us know what you think by clicking on the "poll" on the bottom left of the screen, or click on the "e–mail the editor" link and provide your feedback directly.

This edition has two articles touching on financial modeling. We have a new author submission as well, discussing some basics on programming, with very useful tips and suggestions. Again, R-Corner author Steven Craighead has also requested some feedback on the direction he should take in future articles. Please let us know whether you are finding the column useful, and what other information you would like to see.

Happy New Year!